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Cuise Internship 

 
Is food something that is on your mind a lot? Do you spend a lot of time in your kitchen trying 

out new recipes? Does food equal fun for you? Then look no further, here we are! 

 

Mise en Place is a hospitality project agency that since 1994 have been providing students 

with project based work in the top of the hospitality industry. During their days as students at 

the Hotel Management School in Maastricht (NL), the initiators came up with a job formula; 

the project-based provision of trained hospitality staff to the top of the  hospitality branch if 

they experience staff shortages.  

Being a formula within Mise en Place, Cuise focuses on the other side of the pass; the kitchen. 

Continuously we strive to improve our self-made talents using our Mise en Place Academy 

kitchen training modules developed by ourself based on our experiences in the field and by 

engaging in conversation with our connections in the hospitality branch in order to facilitate 

them better each day.  

We are passionate about food and people.  

 

As Cuise is an ever-growing and eager to learn team within Mise en Place, we are looking for 

the same character traits in our interns. In addition, we are looking for a creative, out of the 

box thinker and someone who wants to develop their organizational and operational skills. 

 

We need your help in: 

 finding new ways of recruitment of new colleagues and friends, 

 operational support, 

 gain, retain and entertain of current colleagues . 

 

 

What do we offer you? 

 Flexibility and responsibility to organize your own tasks, 

 We will provide you with guidance and focus on personal growth, 

 You work with a dedicated team of like-minded individuals to tackle common 

challenges, 

 Invitations for interesting and especially fun workshops and masterclasses, 

 Of course you will also receive compensation for your work. 

 

 

 

 

Are you a culinary hero who wants to contribute to the growing kitchen specialism of Mise en 

Place? 

 

 

Does this sound like music to your ears? Then contact Junior Lugte, operational manager 

Cuise at Mise en Place: 

 

+31.6.53572266  or  junior.lugte@miseenplace.eu 

 


